Seismic Isolation Plates
http://isobase.com/

ISOBase plate typically extend 1-2 inch beyond edge of rack enclosure.

Note: 5 600mm-wide racks ganged together with no gap -> 118 1/8” wide, not 120” wide.

Min 9” between ISOBase and wall/objects.
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ISOBase plate typically extend 1-2 inch beyond edge of rack enclosure

Min 9" between ISOBase and wall/objects

Questionable Vertical Clearance

Above Ceiling Air Plenum

Note: 5 600mm-wide racks ganged together with no gap -> 118 1/8" wide, not 120" wide.

Seismic Isolation Plates
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Min 9” between ISOBase and wall/objects

ISOBase plate typically extend 1-2 inch beyond edge of rack enclosure

Likely insufficient Vertical clearance

Note: 5 600mm-wide racks ganged together with no gap -> 118 1/8” wide, not 120” wide.
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